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Weaving quantum optical frequency combs into continuous-variable hypercubic cluster states
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Cluster states with higher-dimensional lattices that cannot be physically embedded in three-dimensional space
have important theoretical interest in quantum computation and quantum simulation of topologically ordered
condensed-matter systems. We present a simple, scalable, top-down method of entangling the quantum optical
frequency comb into hypercubic-lattice continuous-variable cluster states of a size of about 104 quantum field
modes, using existing technology. A hypercubic lattice of dimension D (linear, square, cubic, hypercubic,
etc.) requires but D optical parametric oscillators with bichromatic pumps whose frequency splittings alone
determine the lattice dimensionality and the number of copies of the state.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Bg, 42.50.Dv, 03.67.Mn, 42.50.Ex, 42.65.Yj
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing promises exponential speedup for par-
ticular computational tasks, such as integer factoring [1],
which bears importance for encryption technology, and quan-
tum simulation [2], which holds vast scientific potential.
The two main flavors of quantum computing are the circuit
model [3] and the measurement-based model [4] and, in par-
ticular, one-way quantum computing [5, 6], in which all en-
tanglement resources are generic and provided up front in the
form of a cluster state [7, 8] with square-lattice [5, 9] struc-
ture. One-way quantum computing is experimentally appeal-
ing because measurements are often easier to implement than
coherent control of quantum information [10].
Nevertheless, scalable generation of cluster states remains a
formidable challenge toward which many subfields of physics
have converged [11]. Most proposed experimental imple-
mentations are “bottom-up” approaches, in which qubits are
brought together and entangled one by one [11]. Alterna-
tively, individual quantum modes of light, or “qumodes,”
can be entangled into continuous-variable cluster states [8]
and used for universal one-way quantum computing [6, 9]
based on continuous-variable (CV) quantum information [12–
15]. Each qumode is an independent quantum oscillator
mode of the electromagnetic field with amplitude- and phase-
quadrature field observables, qˆ = 1√
2
(aˆ + aˆ†) and pˆ =
i√
2
(aˆ† − aˆ), the analogues of oscillator position and momen-
tum. A temporal bottom-up approach has been used to se-
quentially generate the largest one-dimensional cluster state
ever created to date [16]: 10,000 qumodes, only available two
at a time—which still allows quantum computing [17, 18].
The only two “top-down” approaches, to our knowledge,
are ultracold neutral atoms undergoing a Mott insulator tran-
sition in an optical lattice [19] and the novel method discov-
ered by Menicucci, Flammia, and Pfister [20, 21] for gener-
ating vast square-grid cluster states over the qumodes of the
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quantum optical frequency comb (QOFC) of a single opti-
cal parametric oscillator (OPO). Qumode-based implementa-
tions promise massive scalability in resource-state generation
but, for quantum computing, will require non-Gaussian pro-
cessing [22] and a fault-tolerant encoding of qumodes due
to errors from finite squeezing [9, 23] and photon loss [24].
Photon-number-resolving detection [25] is a crucial enabler
in this respect. Moreover, it is important to note here that the
existence of a fault-tolerance threshold for CV quantum com-
puting has now been proved [26].
The proposal of Ref. [27] was realized in 2011, with a
record 60 qumodes in the QOFC of a single OPO simultane-
ously and identically entangled into 15 copies of a quadripar-
tite cluster state with a square graph [28]. More recently, scal-
able dual-rail quantum-wire cluster states were experimen-
tally realized over the QOFC of a single OPO: one the one
hand, one 60-qumode copy and, on the other other hand, two
independent 30-qumode copies were fully characterized [29].
In this work like in the work of Ref. [28], all qumodes were si-
multaneously available and the number of involved qumodes
was only restricted by a technical limitation: limited local os-
cillator tunability in the measurement technique. A recent
characterization of the OPO gain bandwidth shows that at
least 6,700 qumodes, in lieu of 60, should actually be in-
volved [30]. The experimental confirmation of this assertion
is in progress.
In this article, we propose a natural extension of the afore-
mentioned dual-rail quantum wire generation—which we re-
view below—to generating CV cluster states with hypercubic-
lattice graphs. Moreover, generating large qumode square-
lattice cluster states also allows one to simulate difficult
measurements on topologically ordered systems of oscilla-
tors [31].
While a square (2-hypercube) lattice is sufficient for uni-
versal one-way quantum computation [5, 6], error thresholds
two orders of magnitude higher than with concatenated en-
codings are achievable using qubit cluster states with cubic
lattices [32]. This is based on the error-correction properties
of Kitaev’s surface code [33], which is closely related to both
qubit [34] and qumode [35] cluster states.
Finally, hypercubic-lattice cluster states are likely to
have a similar connection to four-dimensional surface-code
2states [36]. When these codes are implemented as the ground
space of a local Hamiltonian, they have remarkable self-
correction properties. Our optical construction methods cir-
cumvent the limitations of a three-dimensional world, en-
abling simulation of measurements on these systems and pos-
sibly paving the way for Hamiltonian-based implementations,
for instance in circuit QED [37, 38].
Previous proposals for scalable construction of CV multi-
partite entangled states using a single OPO [20, 21, 27, 28,
39, 40] required mode-concurrent interactions within the OPO
and no extraneous interactions. Using insight from temporal-
mode construction methods [16, 18] and using recent studies
of errors in CV cluster-state generation [18, 41], we here re-
lax the latter requirement and propose a novel, simple setup
using D OPOs, each with a two-frequency pump—in con-
trast to the complicated 15-frequency pump-spectrum OPO
of Refs. [20, 21]—and the same free spectral range (FSR),
as the source of a multitude of frequency-encoded two-mode-
squeezed (TMS) states [42], which are approximations of the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) states [43].
We first show that when qumodes are grouped by fre-
quency into logical collections known as macronodes [20, 21],
these become naturally arranged into linear (D = 1), square
(D = 2), cubic (D = 3), and hypercubic (D = 4) lattices
by appropriate choices of the two OPO pump frequencies.
We then derive the corresponding final CV cluster state, ob-
tained by action of an interferometer within all macronodes.
As with temporal qumodes [18], a significant advantage of
using frequency-encoded qumodes is that the same optical in-
terferometer can act on all macronodes at once, enabling huge
scaling in the size of the generated states with a constant num-
ber of optical elements. A crucial feature of the frequency-
qumode encoding not present when using temporal qumodes
is that all qumodes exist simultaneously, enabling measure-
ments to be made in any order. Finally, we expound the ex-
perimental verification of the state by use of the established
techniques of Ref. [28, 29].
Scalability comes in three different varieties in this work:
1. Scaling the size of the cluster state—i.e., the number
of entangled qumodes in each OPO. With a FSR ∆ω =
0.95 GHz [28, 29] and a phasematching bandwidth Ω of
at least 3.2 THz with a flat top, as measured in [30] in
a 1-cm periodically poled (PP) KTiOPO4 (KTP) non-
linear crystal, we expect Ω/∆ω > 6,700 qumodes per
OPO.
2. Scaling the dimensionality D of the lattice representing
the cluster state; D is the number of OPOs.
3. Scaling the number of copies of the desired cluster state,
determined by the frequency difference between the
two pump fields of each OPO.
II. TMS-STATE GENERATION
Our experimental system is based on a polarization-
degenerate OPO [28, 29] containing two identical PPKTP
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FIG. 1. The phasematched QOFC interactions in two different OPOs,
with Y - and Z-polarized pump indices pY and pZ (black arrows).
The qumodes are denoted by vertical lines (with orthogonal polar-
izations at the same frequency slightly separated for clarity) labeled
by frequency index n and node index m (in red). The curved arrows
denote the nonlinear interactions (ZZZ, top; Y Y Y , bottom), each
of which becomes an edge of weight 1 in the OPO’s H-graph [21, 44]
and generates corresponding TMS states. (a) The QOFC of a single
OPO with pY = −pZ = ∆m = 1, which produces a single chain of
interactions between adjacent node indices. (b) The QOFC of a sin-
gle OPO with pY = −pZ = ∆m = 3, which produces interactions
between all pairs of node indices m (red) separated by three units.
This can also be interpreted as producing three independent chains
(colored arrows) of the type obtained in (a).
crystals oriented at 90◦ from each other, with the first (sec-
ond) quasiphasematching the ZZZ (Y Y Y ) interaction, as de-
fined by the polarization directions of pump and downcon-
verted fields, Z (Y ) being the horizontal (vertical) direction.
The QOFC created by the optical cavity is a collection of
equally spaced, well-resolved qumodes at frequencies ωn =
ω0 + n∆ω, with ω0 an arbitrary offset, n ∈ Z an integer la-
beling the frequency index within the comb, and ∆ω the FSR
of the OPO cavity. Pump light at frequency ωpump in the crys-
tal will downconvert into photons of frequencies ωn1 and ωn2
such that
ωpump = ωn1 + ωn2 = 2ω0 + ∆ω(n1 + n2). (1)
We rewrite this phasematching condition by defining the pump
index
p :=
ωpump − 2ω0
∆ω
= n1 + n2. (2)
Nondegenerate downconversion, which creates TMS states
with no single-mode squeezing, requires an odd pump index p
so that n1 6= n2. Without loss of generality, we assume that
n1 is odd and that n2 is even from this point forward.
For convenience, we now replace each mode index with a
macronode index
m := (−1)nn. (3)
3The phasematching condition then becomes a difference con-
dition on macronode indices:
p = m2 −m1. (4)
Since m2 is assumed even and m1 is assumed odd, we can
repeatedly add 2 to both and still satisfy the condition. This
relation therefore produces a two-step-translationally invari-
ant set of interactions (for each polarization) with respect to
the macronode indices [Figs. 1(a); 2(a); and 5(a), top].
We can write the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture with
a single classical undepleted pump. The well-known TMS
Hamiltonian is
Hˆ = i~κaˆ†1aˆ
†
2 + H.c. , (5)
where κ > 0 is the overall nonlinear coupling strength.
We can write this in terms of the adjacency matrix of a
H(amiltonian)-graph [21, 27, 40, 44]
G =
(
0 1
1 0
)
= 1 , (6)
with components Gjk, as follows:
Hˆ[G] = i~
κ
2
∑
jk
Gjk aˆ
†
j aˆ
†
k + H.c. (7)
In this simple case, the two-mode interaction is purely nonde-
generate (i.e., G is purely off-diagonal), and we have a graph
with no self-loops. We will eschew degenerate interactions
(self-loops in G) throughout this paper. We now introduce
more elaborate H-graphs, which will be plugged into Eq. (7)
to represent more complicated interactions.
III. MACRONODE LATTICE SETUP
We now show that the TMS states generated by D OPOs
are naturally arranged by the phasematching condition in a
D-hypercubic lattice of frequency-degenerate macronodes. In
section IV, we will describe the interferometer that acts within
each macronode to generate cluster entanglement.
A. Scaling the graph valence
We consider a collection of D OPOs, each of which
pumped by two monochromatic fields of distinct frequencies
and orthogonal polarizations, with OPO #j having pump in-
dex pjε per polarization ε. This implements the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = i~κ
D∑
j=1
∑
ε∈{Y,Z}
∑
mjε∈2Z+1
aˆ†mjε aˆ
†
mjε+pjε + H.c. , (8)
which can be represented by Hˆ[G] from Eq.(7) using the H-
graph
G =
D⊕
j=1
⊕
ε∈{Y,Z}
⊕
mjε∈2Z+1
(
1
)
mjε,mjε+pjε
. (9)
To create the desired structures, we prescribe that
pjY = −pjZ = ∆mj , (10)
which corresponds to an H-graph with exactly one edge be-
tween all pairs of macronodes separated by |∆mj |, each of
which produces a corresponding TMS state, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.
(1) Linear lattices: Figure 1(a) depicts the H-graph of a
single OPO (#1) with p1Y = −p1Z = ∆m1 = 1 This
graph is a collection of TMS state edges, which are shown
reordered in Fig. 2(a), where all qumodes of same index de-
fine to a macronode and a linear structure is clearly visible.
(We will see in section IV that a Hadamard interferometer
transforms this linear sequence of disconnected EPR edges
into a dual-rail quantum entangled wire, or single quantum
wire over macronodes, as was experimentally demonstrated
in Ref. [29].)
Figure 1(b) shows an additional, remarkable feature of this
construction: when |∆mj | > 1, the OPO will generate |∆mj |
(here, 3) disjoint quantum wires. This generation of multi-
ple quantum wires in a single OPO was also demonstrated in
Ref. [29] and is the basis for generating higher-dimensional
lattices, to which we now turn.
(2) Square lattice: We now imagine taking the quantum-
wire sequence of OPO #1, as in Fig. 2(a), and “wrapping” it
around a fictitious “cylinder,” like a piece of thread around
a spool [green wire in Fig. 2(b)]. We then employ a sec-
ond OPO (#2), with p2Y = −p2Z = ∆m2 = 7 here, to
create 7 additional quantum-wire sequences [purple wires in
Fig. 2(b)] whose macronodes exactly overlap with those of
the first (spiraling) wire and bridge the spiral’s coils with
graph edges along the second lattice dimension (i.e., along
the cylinder’s axis), which will result in a square lattice with
twisted cylindrical topology [Fig. 2(b)]. For a cylinder of cir-
cumference M2 in units of macronode-index spacing, such a
construction requires ∆m1 = 1 (for the wrapped wire) and
∆m2 = M2 (for the cross-links).
(3) Cubic lattice: This method can be extended to higher-
dimensional lattices by using a fractal procedure, treating the
twisted cylindrical lattice from the previous step as the lin-
ear resource to itself be wrapped around another cylinder
[Fig. 2(c)], with an additional OPO used to create edges along
the axis of the new cylinder and between adjacent macron-
odes along the new cylinder axis. For example, by first wrap-
ping the wire around a cylinder of circumference M2 and
then wrapping that entire structure around a second cylinder
of circumference M3, we can create all the required macron-
ode links with 3 OPOs with ∆m1 = 1, ∆m2 = M2, and
∆m3 = M2M3. This results in a cubic lattice in the macron-
odes with twisted toroidal topology in the first two dimensions
and linear topology in the third.
(4) Hypercubic lattices: Continuing this fractal progression
weaves hypercubic lattices from macronodes. In general, for a
D-dimensional hypercubic lattice, one employsD OPOs with
∆mj =
∏j
k=1Mk for OPO #j (and M1 = 1). These lattices
have twisted toroidal topology in the first D − 1 dimensions
and are linear in the Dth one.
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FIG. 2. Arrangements of the TMS states 1 qumodes into (a) linear, (b) square-lattice, and (c) cubic-lattice configurations (with M2 = 7
and M3 = 13) by grouping together frequency-degenerate qumodes into macronodes (red circles or white spheres) labeled by macronode
indices (red numbers). See text for details. In (c), only the macronode connective structure is shown; individual qumodes and their connections
are hidden for clarity. The macronode connections created by OPO #1, #2, #3 are drawn in green, purple, yellow transparent tubes.
B. Scaling the number of independent copies of the graph
The same D OPOs can create M copies of a D-hypercubic
lattice from (4) above, if OPO #j has pump indices
pj(Z,Y ) = ±M∆mj + (M − 1) (11)
and if we now label each macronode by a two-component
compound macronode index m(k) for previous macronode in-
dex m within lattice k ∈ ZM , then the frequency indices be-
come
n = (Mm(k) + k), if m(k) is even (12)
n = −(Mm(k) + k) + (M − 1), if m(k) is odd. (13)
An example of making three copies of linear lattice cluster
states is shown in Fig. 3. Following the dimension building-
up precedure from (2) to (4), multiple copies of square
[Fig. 2(b)], cubic [Fig. 2(c)] and hypercubic lattice cluster
states can be constructed.
IV. MACRONODE LATTICE ENTANGLEMENT
The quantum-wire sequences being appropriately arranged
in a D-hypercubic pattern, we first describe the entanglement
step, which is to interfere all qumodes within each (frequency-
degenerate) macronode [18] by use of a Hadamard interfer-
ometer. The formal justification and proof of this will employ
the graphical calculus for Gaussian pure states [44, 45].
A. Experimental construction of hypercubic lattice clusters
In the Heisenberg picture, the action of an interferometer on
2D qumodes (D frequencies, two polarizations) is modeled
by the action of a unitary matrix U on a vector of qumode
annihilation operators aˆ = (aˆ1, . . . , aˆ2D)T. Here, we need
the interferometer to be balanced, i.e., all entries of U to have
equal magnitude.
When 2D is a multiple of 4, up to 668 and possibly
higher [46],U can be chosen to be a 2D × 2D Hadamard ma-
trix R. We restrict ourselves to this case for simplicity, leav-
ing the general case to future work. ForD = 1, a pi8 half-wave
plate (HWP) acts as a balanced beamsplitter on polarization
modes with R, in this case, being
H1 :=
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
. (14)
Using the Sylvester construction of Hadamard matrices [47],
we can obtain the balanced 2D-splitter matrix
HD := H
⊗D
1 , (15)
which can be implemented using balanced beamsplitters [48,
49] or, equivalently, using pi8 HWPs and polarizing beamsplit-
ters (PBSs). Figure 4 shows the experimental setup to gener-
ate cluster states with linear, square-lattice, and 4-hypercubic-
lattice graphs. Each compact setup builds on the previous one,
akin to the fractal construction of Fig. 2. All ring OPO cavities
must be of identical FSR and held to the same exact resonant
frequency, e.g., by Pound-Drever-Hall servo locks to the same
counterpropagating reference laser beam [28, 29].
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FIG. 3. An example of making three copies of linear lattice cluster
states. Different colors indicates different linear lattice cluster states.
(a) The compound macronode index m(k) is used instead of the
macronode index m. In this case, ∆mj = 1, M = 3, k ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
(b) The TMS states can be arranged into three groups, each group
will independently form a linear lattice cluster state. Starting from
this, by applying the procedure from (2)-(4) multiple copies of lat-
tice cluster states with higher dimension can be constructed.
B. Theoretical construction of hypercubic lattice clusters
Any N -mode Gaussian pure state has a position-space
wavefunction of the form [44]
ψZ(q) = det
(
ImZ
pi
) 1
4
exp
(
i
2
qTZq
)
, (16)
up to displacements, for some complex, symmetric matrix Z
with ImZ > 0. Z can be interpreted as the adjacency ma-
trix of an N -node, undirected, complex-weighted graph and
evolves under Gaussian unitary operations (in the Schro¨dinger
picture) according to simple graph transformation rules [44]:
Starting with the D OPOs represented by G from Eq. (9),
when the Hamiltonian Hˆ(G) in Eq. (8) is applied on the vac-
uum state for time t, the output state is a Gaussian pure state
with graph
Z0 = i exp(−2αG), (17)
where α = 2κt > 0 is an overall squeezing parameter. Cru-
cially, since G is self-inverse [41, 44], this relation simplifies
to
Z0 = icI− isG, (18)
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FIG. 4. Compact experimental setups for generating and verify-
ing QOFC-based CV cluster states with linear, square-lattice, and 4-
hypercubic-lattice graphs. All polarizing beamsplitters (PBSs) trans-
mit Z and reflect Y , and all half-wave plates (HWPs) are at pi
8
to the
PBSs’ axes. Box C1 generates at (1) a CV cluster state with linear
topology as in Fig. 2(a) and graph structure as shown in Fig. 5(a),
which can be verified using two-tone balanced homodyne detec-
tion (BHD) in Box V1 (and omitting all the other optical elements).
This was demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [29]. Box C2 builds
on this setup to generate at (21,2) a square-lattice CV cluster state
with twisted cylindrical topology as in Fig. 2(b) and graph structure
as shown in Fig. 5(b). This can be verified using Boxes V1 and V2.
Box C4 further builds on this, generating at (41−4) a 4-hypercubic-
lattice CV cluster state with toroidal topology in the first three dimen-
sions and linear topology in the fourth, which can be verified using all
BHD’s. The BHDs contain a two-tone local oscillator (LO), phase-
locked to the OPO and polarized at pi
4
to the PBS’s axis [28, 29].
where c = cosh 2α, and s = sinh 2α, resulting in a TMS state
for each edge in G [Figs. 5(a), top, and 5(b), left].
We write the total interferometer as R =
⊕
m∈Z(HD)m,
which acts with HD simultaneously on each macronode,
evolving the state as [44]
Z0
R7−−→ Z = ic I− isRGRT. (19)
SinceRGRT is self-inverse, Z is equivalent [18]—up to triv-
ial local phase shifts—to the approximate CV cluster state
ZC = iI+ tRGR
T, (20)
where  = sech 2α, and t = tanh 2α. We focus on Z rather
than ZC for experimental simplicity but still refer to the for-
mer as a “CV cluster state” because the phase shifts can be ab-
sorbed entirely into mode-wise quadrature redefinitions [18].
As shown in Fig. 5, we can see after interfering the 2D
output qumodes of the OPOs by the balanced 2D-splitter,
all qumodes within each macronode are entangled with all
qumodes in the neighbor macronodes, thus creating a D-
dimensional lattice cluster state.
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I present an extensible experimental design for optical continuous-variable cluster states of arbitrary size
using four offline (vacuum) squeezers and six beamsplitters. This method has all the advantages of a temporal-
mode encoding [Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 250503], including finite requirements for coherence and stability even as
the computation length increases indefinitely, with none of the difficulty of inline squeezing. The extensibility
stems from a construction based on Gaussian projected entangled pair states (GPEPS). The potential for use of
this design within a fully fault tolerant model is discussed.
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I. GPEPS SQUARE-LATTICE CLUSTER STATE
The GPEPS techniques developed above for the CV quantum wire can be adapted to a two-dimensional square-lattice CV
cluster state, as well. This additional dimension makes the state universal for CV one-way QC [? ]. We again start with the
states created by the single-OPO method [? ? ], which have the local topology of a square lattice, but with four physical nodes
per site of the lattice. Analogous to the quantum wire, we can make this graph invariant under translations in either lattice
dimension by phase shifting the highlighted nodes by ⇡ (which, again, is a local redefinition of basis only):
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I present an extensible experimental design for optical continuous-variable cluster states of arbitrary size
using four offline (vacuum) squeezers and six beamsplitters. This method has all the advantages of a temporal-
mode encoding [Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 250503], including finite requirements for coherence and stability even as
the computation length increases indefinitely, with none of the difficulty of inline squeezing. The extensibility
stems from a construction based on Gaussian projected entangled pair states (GPEPS). The potential for use of
this design within a fully fault tolerant model is discussed.
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I. GPEPS SQUARE-LATTICE CLUSTER STATE
The GPEPS techniques developed above for the CV quantum wire can be adapted to a two-dimensional square-lattice CV
cluster state, as well. This additional dimension makes the state universal for CV one-way QC [? ]. We again start with the
states created by the single-OPO method [? ? ], which have the local topology of a square lattice, but with four physical nodes
per site of the lattice. Analogous to the quantum wire, we can make this graph invariant under translations in either lattice
dimension by phase shifting the highlighted nodes by ⇡ (which, again, is a local redefinition of basis only):
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FIG. 5. Effect of the interferometers acting on the macronodes. In both (a) and (b), the combined H-graphG for the output of the OPO(s) is
shown first, where the red circles indicate frequency-degenerate macronodes labeled by the red macronode indices (see text), with polarization
[and OPO# in (b)] as indicated in the legend. The state produced at the output of the OPOs has a graph [44] given byZ0 = icI−isG (see text),
which corresponds to a collection of separable TMS states in accord withG. After the interferometer is applied (represented by the orthogonal
matrix R), a state with graph Z = icI − isRGRT results, which is phase-shift equivalent to the CV cluster state ZC = iI + tRGRT
(see text). The product RGRT, interpreted as an adjacency matrix, is visualized as the second graph and provides an intuitive picture for
the resulting state, as well as its precise definition through Z or ZC [44]. (a) An H-graph that is linear with respect to macronodes, a.k.a.
dual-rail quantum wire [29], can be created from a single OPO with ∆m = 1 [Fig. 2(a)], andR represents the action of a balanced two-mode
interferometer acting on each macronode. (b) An H-graph with a square-lattice graph on macronodes can be created from two OPOs with
∆m = 1 and ∆m = M2 [Fig. 2(b)]. Here, M2 = 7, and R represents the action of a balanced four-mode interferometer acting on each
macronode.
V. STATE VERIFICATION
A nullifier for a given state is any operator whose ker-
nel contains the state. Like stabilizers [3, 50], nullifiers can
be used to compactly represent states and track their evolu-
tion [44]. Any zero-mean Gaussian pure state |ψZ〉with graph
Z satisfies a complete set of Schro¨dinger-picture nullifier re-
lations [44]
(pˆ− Zqˆ) |ψZ〉 = 0. (21)
Note that linear combinations of nullifiers are still nullifiers.
Also,
Z−1 = −icI− isRGRT, (22)
and we can left-multiply Eq. (21) by iRT and by iRTZ−1
to obtain, respectively,[
ipˆ′ + (qˆ′ − tGqˆ′)] |ψZ〉 = 0 , (23)[−iqˆ′ + (pˆ′ + tGpˆ′)] |ψZ〉 = 0 . (24)
where
qˆ′ := RTqˆ (25)
pˆ′ := RTpˆ. (26)
By taking linear combinations of Eqs. (23) and (24) and defin-
ing
qˆ′θ := qˆ
′ cos θ + pˆ′ sin θ (27)
pˆ′θ := qˆ
′
θ+pi/2, (28)
we can generalize these to a continuum of θ-indexed nullifier
relations:[
ipˆ′θ + (qˆ
′
θ − tGqˆ′−θ)
] |ψZ〉 = 0, ∀θ ∈ [0, 2pi). (29)
In particular, θ = 0 and θ = pi2 yield Eqs. (23) and (24),
respectively.
We consider the vector in parentheses in Eq. (29):
RTqˆθ − tGRTqˆ−θ =: nˆθ, (30)
7which is comprised of simultaneously commuting observables
known as approximate nullifiers [44] or variance-based en-
tanglement witnesses [51]. SinceR acts locally on frequency-
degenerate qumodes and since G links each node to exactly
one other of a different frequency, each component of nˆθ con-
tains exactly two frequencies and can be measured by the two-
tone balanced homodyne detection methods of Refs. [28, 29].
The theoretical covariance matrix [44] of nˆθ is given by
cov(nˆθ) =

2
(I− tG cos 2θ), (31)
vanishing in the large-squeezing limit α→∞. Each element
of nˆθ therefore has a theoretical variance of  (i.e., sech 2α)
units of vacuum noise.
Further application of the massively entangled QOFC to
quantum information processing will require separating the
frequencies. We are investigating the use of quantum-
optics grade arrayed waveguide gratings [52] and of virtually-
imaged phase arrays [53], which have been successfully im-
plemented in classical optical frequency combs [54].
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed novel hypercubic-lattice cluster states,
highly scalable in size, graph valence, and number of copies
of the state, and we have detailed their experimental gen-
eration and characterization with remarkably compact and
proven technology [28, 29]. The macronode-based imple-
mentation presented here and elesewhere [18] occurs natu-
rally in quantum optics [16] and is becoming known to be a
more efficient use of such cluster states for one-way quan-
tum computing [55]. This work further motivates the de-
velopment of a unified theoretical approach to macronode-
based cluster states. Finally, the availability of large-scale,
high-dimensional lattices invites theoretical and experimental
investigations into the topological properties of these struc-
tures [31], including their high-dimensional incarnations [36].
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